This walkthrough will show you what you can access from the home page.

What can you do here?

EXPLORE NCSES SURVEY DATA
Quickly discover and learn about available surveys and variables with the Data Explorer.

BUILD A CUSTOM TABLE
Instantly create and export custom tables using the Table Builder.

VISUALIZE DATA
Easily generate simple line and bar graphs using the Chart Builder.
You can select a survey from the drop-down menu or type in any word to learn more about related topics, surveys, variables, and value labels.

What can you do here?

EXPLORE NCSES SURVEY DATA
Quickly discover and learn about available surveys and variables with the Data Explorer.

BUILD A CUSTOM TABLE
Instantly create and export custom tables using the Table Builder.

VISUALIZE DATA
Easily generate simple line and bar graphs using the Chart Builder.
As you type, auto-complete will suggest results that match variable names, topics, descriptions, and labels.

Select a result to continue or press enter to see all results.
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NCSES Survey Data
Search or select a topic to get started.

This will take you to the Data Explorer

Don't know what you're looking for? Browse all data
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EXPLORE NCSES SURVEY DATA
Quickly discover and learn about available surveys and variables with the Data Explorer.

BUILD A CUSTOM TABLE
Instantly create and export custom tables using the Table Builder.

VISUALIZE DATA
Easily generate simple line and bar graphs using the Chart Builder.
You can also get to the Data Explorer by clicking...

...here

...and here

Don't know what you're looking for? Browse all data
You can build a survey table by clicking here.
Select a survey from the drop-down menu. Selecting a survey will take you to the Table Builder, where you will be able to slice and dice data to find trends and make comparisons.
This will take you to the NCSES Public Use Files page
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NCSES Survey Data
Search or select a topic to get started.

Leave a comment, ask a question, report a bug or issue, contact our office, or join the NCSES Web User Community listserv
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Access help

Help is different on each page

For example, when you are building a table or exploring data, clicking on help will provide walkthroughs for each page.
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Come back to this page at anytime by clicking on the Home link.

Don't know what you're looking for? Browse all data
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You can click on the NCSES logo to return to the NCSES website.